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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we give some estimates to the right-hand side of Hermite–Hadamard
inequality for functions whose absolute values of second derivatives raised to positive real
powers arem-convex.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let f : I ⊆ R→ R be a convex function on the interval I of real numbers and a, b ∈ I with a < b. If f is a convex function










f (x)dx ≤ f (a)+ f (b)
2
.
For recent results, generalizations and new inequalities related to the inequality presented above see [2–5].
In [6] G.Toader defined the concept ofm-convexity as the following:
Definition 1. The function f : [0, b] → R is said to be m-convex, where m ∈ [0, 1], if for every x, y ∈ [0, b] and t ∈ [0, 1]
we have:
f (tx+m(1− t)y) ≤ tf (x)+m(1− t)f (y).
Denote by Km(b) the set of them-convex functions on [0, b] for which f (0) ≤ 0.
Some interesting and important inequalities form-convex functions can be found in [7,8].
Using the classical results of Hermite and Hadamard on convex functions, S.S. Dragomir, P. Cerone and A. Sofo obtained
the following result. (see [9]).
Theorem 1. Let f : [a, b] → R be a twice differentiable function on (a, b) and suppose that −∞ < k ≤ f ′′(x) ≤ K < ∞ for
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In order to prove our main results we need the following lemma (see [10]).
Lemma 1. Let f : I ⊂ R→ R be a twice differentiable mapping on I◦, a, b ∈ I with a < b and f ′′ ∈ L[a, b]. Then the following
equality holds:











t(1− t)f ′′(ta+ (1− t)b)dt.
The main purpose of this paper is to establish some new inequalities like those given in [10], but now for the class of
m-convex functions.
2. Hermite–Hadamard type inequalities
We will start with the following theorem containing Hermite–Hadamard type inequality.
Theorem 2. Let f : I◦ → R, where I◦ ⊂ [0,∞) be a twice differentiable function on I◦ such that f ′′ ∈ L[a, b], where




∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)212









∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)22
∫ 1
0
t(1− t) ∣∣ f ′′(ta+ (1− t)b)∣∣ dt. (2.1)
Since
∣∣ f ′′∣∣ ism-convex on [a, b]we know that for any t ∈ [0, 1]∣∣ f ′′(ta+ (1− t)b)∣∣ ≤ t ∣∣f ′′(a)∣∣+m(1− t) ∣∣∣∣ f ′′ ( bm
)∣∣∣∣ .















[∣∣f ′′(a)∣∣+m ∣∣f ′′ ( bm )∣∣
2
]
which completes the proof for this case.
Suppose now that q > 1. Using Lemma 1 and the well-known Hölder’s inequality (see for example [11]) for q, p = qq−1
we obtain∫ 1
0
t(1− t) ∣∣ f ′′(ta+ (1− t)b)∣∣ dt = ∫ 1
0









(t − t2) ∣∣ f ′′(ta+ (1− t)b)∣∣q dt] 1q . (2.2)
Since
∣∣ f ′′∣∣q ism-convex on [a, b]we know that for every t ∈ [0, 1]
∣∣ f ′′(ta+ (1− t)b)∣∣q ≤ t ∣∣f ′′(a)∣∣q +m(1− t) ∣∣∣∣ f ′′ ( bm
)∣∣∣∣q . (2.3)


















































which completes the proof. 




∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)212
{∣∣ f ′′(a)∣∣+ ∣∣ f ′′(b)∣∣
2
}




which is the right-hand side of (1.1).
A similar result is embodied in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let f : I◦ → R, where I◦ ⊂ [0,∞) be a twice differentiable function on I◦, a, b ∈ I with a < b and suppose that














where p = qq−1 .




∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)22
∫ 1
0




















(∣∣ f ′′(a)∣∣q ∫ 1
0
tdt +m



























































where 1p + 1q = 1.




tx−1(1− t)y−1dt, x, y > 0, Γ (x) =
∫ ∞
0
e−t tx−1dt, x > 0,
are used to evaluate the integral∫ 1
0
(t − t2)pdt =
∫ 1
0
tp(1− t)pdt = β(p+ 1, p+ 1),
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where,






, and β(x, y) = Γ (x)Γ (y)
Γ (x+ y) , thus we can obtain that















and, Γ ( 12 ) =
√
pi , which completes the proof. 
Corollary 1. With the above assumptions given that




















∣∣∣∣ ≤ min {K1, K2}
where
K1 = (b− a)
2
12

















Another Hermite–Hadamard type inequality for powers in terms of the second derivatives is obtained as following:




∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)22









∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)22
∫ 1
0




















































< 1, q ∈ (1,∞) ,




∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)22
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The following result also holds:
Theorem 5. Let f : I◦ → R, where I◦ ⊂ [0,∞) be a twice differentiable function on I◦, a, b ∈ I with a < b and suppose that




∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)24
(
2









∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)22
∫ 1
0







)1− 1q (∫ 1
0







)1− 1q (∫ 1
0
t(1− t)q










)1− 1q (∣∣ f ′′(a)∣∣q ∫ 1
0
t2(1− t)qdt +m












)1− 1q [ 2
(q+ 1)(q+ 2)(q+ 3)
∣∣ f ′′(a)∣∣q +m 1
(q+ 2)(q+ 3)
























q ≤ 1, q ∈ [1,∞), we obtain




∣∣∣∣ ≤ (b− a)24
[
2




which completes the proof. 




∣∣∣∣ ≤ min {E1, E2, E3}
where













E2 = (b− a)
2
2
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